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Introduction: Acute appendicitis is the most common cause of atraumatic abdominal pain in children over 1 year of age. Even though 
diagnostic imaging modalities have evolved over the past 20 years, accurate diagnosis of acute appendicitis still presents as a 
challenge. Computed tomography (CT) is currently the most commonly used radiographic test for acute appendicitis. Unlike CT, 
ultrasound (US) does not require ionizing radiation which is harmful to the patient. Even though the specificity of US has been well 
studied in acute appendicitis, CT is still commonly requested after a positive US. Till date, there has been no published research 
evaluating the utility of US in changing management in appendicitis. 
Purpose: The purpose of the study is to compare the ability of US and CT to diagnose pathology proven acute appendicitis and to 
predict Appendicitis Treatment Altering Conditions (ATAC). 
Methods: This is a retrospective cohort study that compares the positive predictive value (PPV) and the ATAC rate of US and CT when 
diagnosing acute appendicitis.
Results: There were 432 appendicitis cases reported between 1 October 2012 and 30 June 2017. Of those cases, 409 were diagnosed 
by CT and 23 were diagnosed by US.  The PPV of both modalities was above 90% (CT = 97%, US = 95%), and the ATAC rates were 
statistically similar (CT = 14%, US = 22%, P = 0.21). 
Conclusion: The study supports that a positive US for appendicitis is as diagnostic as a positive CT. Therefore, adding on a CT scan after 
a positive US does not help recognize other sources of intra-abdominal pathology that would negate doing a laparoscopy.
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INTRODUCTION
cute appendicitis is the most common cause of 
atraumatic abdominal pain in children over 1 year 

of age, and it has a lifetime risk of 12% in males and 25% 
in females in the United States.1 Even though technol-
ogy has progressed in the past 20 years, with several 
inflammatory lab markers and diagnostic imaging 
modalities, accurate diagnosis of acute appendicitis still 
presents a challenge.1,2 ‘Negative appendectomies’ and 
missed appendicitis still occur and can cause significant 
morbidity and mortality.1 Clinical diagnosis alone is 
unreliable as it has an accuracy of 80% and has a nega-
tive appendectomy rate of 20%.3 Similarly, laboratory 
values are unreliable and cannot be used in isolation to 
include or exclude the diagnosis of acute appendicitis,4 
signifying the need for imaging. Computed tomography 
(CT) is currently the most commonly used radiographic 
diagnostic test for acute appendicitis but causes ioniz-
ing radiation to the patient.5 The use of ultrasound (US) 
to diagnose appendicitis can save the USA $24.9 million 
per year and can prevent 180 excess cancer deaths, 

which would be another $339.5 million toward those 
lives lost.6

There has been extensive research evaluating the 
reliability of US to diagnose acute appendicitis, show-
ing a sensitivity of 29–94% and a specificity of 
83–100%.3,7–26 Even though there is an exceptional 
specificity of US for acute appendicitis, CT scans are 
still commonly requested after a positive US. It has 
been documented that 48% of patients with a positive 
US still get an abdominal CT scan.12 While the study did 
not indicate the reason for the supplemental CT scans, 
in practice this is often a standard protocol. In fact, a 
CT scan is often ordered to help assist in planning an 
operation, to help identify a periappendiceal abscess 
that may delay immediate appendectomy, and to help 
recognize other sources of intra-abdominal pathol-
ogy.27 When an inflamed appendix develops microper-
forations, a periappendiceal abscess can develop.2 
These abscesses are commonly treated with antibiot-
ics with or without percutaneous drainage with an 
elective appendectomy 6 weeks later.2 This approach 
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is associated with lower rates of complications, such as 
abscess formation, bowel obstructions, and reopera-
tion when compared to early appendectomy.2 While 
these concerns are understandable, there has been no 
published research evaluating the utility of US in pre-
dicting such Appendicitis Treatment Altering 
Conditions (ATAC).

The purpose of this study is to compare the ability of 
US and CT to diagnose pathology proven acute appen-
dicitis and to predict ATAC. If US has a similar positive 
predictive value (PPV) and ATAC rate as CT, then a CT 
scan is not warranted after a positive US examination.

METHODS
This is a retrospective cohort study meant to calculate 
and compare the PPV and the ATAC rates of US and CT 
when diagnosing acute appendicitis. This research was 
performed at Kingman Regional Medical Center (KRMC), 
a rural 235-bed hospital with residency training pro-
grams in emergency and family medicine.28 This project 
was approved by the Institution Review Board at KRMC. 
The data were initially obtained by collecting all of the 
appendectomy pathology reports performed at KRMC 
from 1 October 2012 to 30 June 2017, the time when 
KRMC increased their use of US to diagnose acute 
appendicitis. For each patient, we collected their pathol-
ogy diagnosis, demographics (age, gender, and race), 
date of procedure, medical record number, postopera-
tive diagnoses, imaging modality type and date, inter-
pretation of that modality, and the inflammatory 
indicators (temperature, heart rate, and white cell count) 
in a de-identified manner. The inflammatory indicators 
recorded was the highest value recorded while in the 
emergency department (ED), in the scenario that an ED 
note was not created (i.e., direct admit), the earliest doc-
umented note for the appendicitis visit was used. 
Patients were then excluded if their diagnostic modality 
was not a CT or US identifying the appendix, appendec-
tomy was incidental (i.e., right hemicolectomy for colon 
cancer), or the patient developed appendicitis while in 
the hospital for another condition. An ATAC was then 
identified when the pathology diagnosis and/or post-
operative diagnosis was perforated appendix or appen-
dicitis with abscess, the pathology diagnosis was 
negative for acute appendicitis, or there was no pathol-
ogy report documented. Appendiceal masses on the 
pathology report were included as that diagnosis still 
warrants an appendectomy. To help reduce selection 
bias, these inclusion/exclusion criteria and ATAC 

definitions have been clearly defined. It was then 
recorded whether this ATAC was predicted by the imag-
ing modality. There were scenarios where US found the 
appendix and CT was not recommended, but a subse-
quent CT was still performed. In this scenario, the patient 
was included twice, first for the US modality and the sec-
ond for the CT. Microsoft Excel 2016 was then used to 
calculate the PPV of each modality and their ATAC rate 
(defined as the number of ATACs missed by that modal-
ity divided by the total number of cases for that 
modality). 

RESULTS
Within the 5 years queried there were 462 appendec-
tomy pathology reports, 40 of which were excluded and 
10 were duplicated. The excluded patients involved 32 
incidental appendectomies (right hemicolectomies, 
small bowel obstructions, obstetrics or gynecologic 
cases such as pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) or cesar-
ean sections, hernia repair, and one found on imaging 
during a chest pain workup), seven occurred in the hos-
pital, two were diagnosed with magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), one was diagnosed by the clinical exam-
ination, and two did not have a documented pathology 
report. This left 432 patients, of which 409 were diag-
nosed by CT and 23 were diagnosed by US (Figure 1).

The ethnic demographics of the population have a 
chi-squared value of 0.009 (Table 1). Comparatively, the 
US group was significantly younger (14 vs. 40 years, 
P < 0.001), had a higher heart rate (107 vs. 95, P < 0.001), 
and a higher white blood cell (WBC) (16 vs. 14, P = 0.03), 
but had similar temperatures (98.8 vs. 98.5, P = 0.25) 
(Table 2). The PPV of both modalities was above 90% 
(CT = 97%, US = 95%), and the ATAC rates were statisti-
cally similar (CT = 14%, US = 22%, P = 0.21) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION 
This retrospective study supports that a positive US for 
appendicitis is as diagnostic as a positive CT, as both of 
their PPVs are above 90% and the ATAC rates are similar. 
Therefore, if an US is positive for acute appendicitis 
adding a CT scan does not help recognize other 
sources  of intra-abdominal pathology or identify a 
periappendiceal abscess that would negate doing a 
laparoscopy. The ATAC rate of 15% could be because of 
the time between the imaging modality being 
obtained and the operating room, which would further 
support not getting a CT when the US is positive. To 
illustrate this point, there was a case where the 
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emergency physician communicated an US finding 
consistent with appendicitis on a 16-year-old female 
and the general surgeon requested a CT, which delayed 
care by 2 h and 3 min by which time the CT showed 
evidence of perforation. This young patient could have 
avoided the harm of ionizing radiation, delayed 
antibiotics, and perforated viscous if the US findings 
had been trusted. This was included as an ATAC for the 
US as it is possible that US missed the appendicitis; 
however, US still showed statistically similar ATAC rates 
to CT. In addition, the CT did not change management 
as the patient was taken for an immediate 
appendectomy anyways, further supporting no added 
benefit of CT compared to a positive US. 

Pitfalls of this article include the different patient 
demographics and disproportionate population sizes. 
The US population was younger and had a higher 
WBC and heart rate. The younger age is likely because 
of the body habitus restrictions on US, which could 
also explain the higher heart rate as younger ages 
tend to have higher heart rates, but does not explain 
the higher WBC. The implication of the higher WBC 
and heart rate is that the US population was sicker. If 

so, this would make US even more trustworthy as it 
could have the same ATAC rate in a sicker population, 
many of whom are more likely to have complications 
such as perforation or abscesses. Another asymmetry 
involves the population sizes as there were a total of 
409 who got a CT and 23 who got an US, even after 
duplicating the 10 patients who got both. However, 
this was also a handicap for the US modality as those 
10 patients who had an added delay for the CT scan 
had an increased chance of perforation between the 
US and the CT, worsening the ATAC rate for US and 
not for CT. Even with these handicaps, US still had a 
statistically similar ATAC rate. 

Overall, these results support that US and CT have 
statistically similar PPV and the ATAC rates. However, 
given the relatively low sample size these data need to 
be replicated in a larger sample population before being 
applied to the general population.
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Table 1. Population demographics. Chi-squared value between the two modalities is 0.009.

African 
American

American 
Indian

Asian & 
Oriental

Hispanic Middle 
Eastern Indian

White Other

CT 3(0.7%) 21(5%) 1(0.2%) 34(8%) 2(0.5%) 344(84%) 4(1%)
US 0(0%) 1(5%) 0(0%) 4(21%) 0(0%) 18(95%) 0(0%)

Table 2. Average age and inflammatory indicators for CT and 
US, with standard deviations and two-tailed homoscedastic 
P-values between the two modalities.

CT US p-value

Age(years) 40.0±21.4 14.2+6.9 <0.001
T emperature(F) 98.5±1.2 98.8±1.4 0.25
Heart Rate (bpm) 94.8±17.8 107.2±18.9 <0.001
WBC(K/p.L) 14.0+4.9 16.0±6.2 0.03

similar (CT = 14%, US = 22%, P = 0.21) (Table 3).

Table 3. Statistical analysis. The calculated PPV and ATAC rate.

TP FP Neg PPV #missed  
ATAC

Total ATAC rate

CT 393 11 5 0.973 58 409 14.2%*
US 18 1 4 0.947 5 23 21.7%*

*P = 0.21 (1-tailed, paired).
Figure 1. Population diagram showing those excluded and 
duplicated.
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